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	Key Features

	
		Learn to apply the nuances of the Go language, and get to know the open source community that surrounds it to implement a wide range of start-up quality projects
	
		Write interesting, and clever but simple code, and learn skills and techniques that are directly transferrable to your own projects
	
		Discover how to write code capable of delivering massive world-class scale performance and availability



	Book Description


	Dive headfirst into solving actual enterprise problems and start cutting code from the word go. You will build complete applications around a variety of subjects using a range of different technologies and techniques, all of which are directly applicable to today's tech start-up world.


	Scale, performance, and high availability lie at the heart of the projects, and the lessons learned throughout this book will arm you with everything you need to build world-class solutions. Well-designed applications and sensible architectures can scale horizontally to cope with the demands of up to millions of users, while avoiding the prohibitive up-front investment that can bring a project to its knees.


	What you will Learn

	
		Build quirky and fun projects from scratch while exploring widely applicable skills, patterns, practices, and techniques, as well as a range of different technologies
	
		Create websites and data services capable of massive scale using Go's net/http package, exploring RESTful patterns as well as low-latency WebSocket APIs
	
		Interact with a variety of remote web services to consume capabilities ranging from authentication and authorization to a fully functioning thesaurus
	
		Develop high-quality command-line tools that utilize the powerful shell capabilities and have great performance using Go's in-built concurrency mechanisms
	
		Implement a modern document database as well as high-throughput messaging queue technology to put together an architecture that is truly ready for scale
	
		Write concurrent programs and gracefully manage their execution and communication with smart use of channels



	About the Author


	Mat Ryer has a family legend (or conspiracy) that tells of him programming computers from the age of 6—he and his father would build games and programs, first BASIC on a ZX Spectrum then later AmigaBASIC and AMOS on their Commodore Amiga. Many hours were spent manually copying out code from the Amiga Format magazine, before spending more still tweaking variables or moving GOTO statements around to see what might happen.The same spirit of exploration and obsession with programming led Mat to start work for a local agency in Mansfield, England, when he was 18, where he started to build websites and services. After contracting around London for a few years, coding everything from C# and Objective-C to Ruby and JavaScript, Mat noticed a new systems language called Go that Google was pioneering. Because it addressed very pertinent and relevant modern technical challenges, Mat started using it to solve problems while the language was still in beta and he has used it ever since.
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Practical Convolutional Neural Networks: Implement advanced deep learning models using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		One stop guide to implementing award-winning, and cutting-edge CNN architectures

	
		Key Features

		
			Fast-paced guide with use cases and real-world examples to get well versed with CNN techniques
	
			Implement CNN models on image classification, transfer learning, Object Detection,...
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Engineering Economy (16th Edition) - Standalone bookPergamon, 2014

	Engineering Economy is intended to serve as a text for classroom instruction in undergraduate, introductory courses in Engineering Economics. It also serves as a basic reference for use by practicing engineers in all specialty areas (e.g., chemical, civil, computer, electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineering)....
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Doing Web Development: Client Side TechniquesApress, 2001

	More and more traditional developers are moving into the world of web application development. Proper use of client-side scripts, style sheets, and XML are essential for building high-performance web applications that provide a rich user experience. Doing Web Development: Client-Side Techniques addresses the client-side issues that...
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CMOS Multichannel Single-Chip Receivers for Multi-Gigabit Optical Data Communications (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2007
While the throughput of microprocessor systems tends to increase as a result of ongoing technology scaling and the advent of multi-core systems, the off-chip I/O communication bandwidth emerges as one of the potential bottlenecks that limit overall performance. In order to alleviate the communication speed constraints, optical data communication...
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Learning Google GuicePackt Publishing, 2013

	Utilize dependency injection to develop applications quickly and efficiently using Google Guice


	Overview

	
		Detailed coverage of the various features of Guice such as the Injector, Bindings, Providers, TypeLiterals, Scoping, Multibinders, and so on
	
		Learn how to use the various Guice-throwing...
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Small Animal Soft Tissue SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery is a comprehensive, in-depth resource for well-referenced, current information on small animal soft tissue surgery. Offering detailed surgical techniques in a well-illustrated, easy-to-follow format, the book covers the full range of surgically treated diseases and syndromes, with video clips and...
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